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hand, endeavours to give infinity and eternity to the
static phenomena of experience. Romanticism is
nurtured by emotion and borne into the empyrean by
the imagination; it is inspired by eternal longings
that penetrate back through all time, and forward into
eternity ; it dwells on the transiency of things, on pain
and death. The Classicists symbolized their faith in
the gods of Olympos : Greek gods dwelling in an
unchanging, timeless world1; the world of the
Romanticists is one of eternal becoming, and change,
and death.
I venture to think that no one has so ably synthe-
sized the trend of modern thought, and its endeavours
to penetrate the inner meaning of the great aesthetic
dualism as Strich does here. Beside this penetration,
all the older attempts at discrimination between Classic
and Romantic fall away, as being concerned merely
with the superficial and the inessential. To associate
Romanticism with antagonism to the great literatures
of antiquity is, of course, absurd ; for the most fervid
worshippers of the classic world and classic poetry, in
Germany as with ourselves, were pure-blooded Roman-
tic poets; while the whole Middle Ages looked to Vergil
—the supremely classic Vergil—as a kind of incarna-
tion of the Romantic spirit. Equally inessential is
a definition based on the Protestant character of
modern Classicism and the Catholic tendency of
modern Romanticism—at best, indeed, this is only
applicable to German literature; the reverse might
be proved elsewhere. Again, our favourite English
definition, that Romanticism means the revival of
a love for the Middle Ages and a renascence of wonder,
is mainly a deduction from the English phenomena,
and little more than a distitictioA of the surface. In
so far as such distinctions have any real substance,
they are but interpretations of a deeper antinomy of the
spirit, an antinomy which in the ancient world was
1 Cp, F. Strich, Die Mytbohge in tier cteittschen JLitoraiur, Halle, 1910, and
my Taylotian lecture, The Gods of Greece m German Poetry, Oxford, 1924.

